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When I lived in Colorado, I used to run a home for the Mentally ill. This type of home was called a "Board and
Care Home". I grew up in a home like this in California, as my parents had some women living in our home that
were placed there by mental health. Therefore, when I first moved to Las Vegas, I applied to be able to take care
of mentally ill people; as it was a way to help to make my house payment. I normally do not except older men,
but they brought out the late Charles Crum. He seems nice and he was very happy to live in our home. I later
learned that he was a Retired Law Professor that used to teach in an Ivory College. A few year later he was killed
when he step in front of a buss on Las Vegas Blvd.
I then met the late George Mitzel who had immigrated here from Germany. Mr. Mitzel used to own 1,200 Gas
Stations on the West Coast, during the 40's. He had sold them all and his oil refinery and then built his own
Casino on the Las Vegas Strip; called the San Suisse; he then sold out to Howard Hughes, who changed the
name of it to the Castaways. Mr. Mitzel, then went out and purchased the Valley Wells Ranch from a guy name
Capalia. The Valley Wells Ranch is 750,000 acres, just on the California side of the Boarder and goes all the way
to Death Valley. It was claimed by the Yates family before the Civil War using a Deed Poll type of Claim; this is
where the land is claimed form Jesus Christ. Note there is still an off ramp on the way to California, right there
past the California Boarder, that is now still called the Yates Wells Rd. This is where the Yates Home Stead was,
were they lived in a large home; and the hand dug well is still there. Note the Water table is only 12 feet down
and there are some large trees in this location. Near this location is the Yates Family Cemetery.
The Valley Wells Ranch had hundreds of springs and wells that were used to give the cows water; and these
water rights are still now still of record and shown to be owned by me, in the San Bernardino Court House. Note,
you told me that your Cattle Ranch is 600,000 acres. Most people don't realize that it takes a lot of land to have a
Cattle Ranch in the desert.
Now the BLM came in and stole all of the land from Mr. Mitzel, claiming it was theirs. This really upset Mr.
Mitzel. As he had a chain of title for his Valley Wells Ranch, going all the way back to the early 1800's. This is
called an Abstract of Title. We found out that the BLM does not have any Abstract in their title.
So, Charles Crum and I started investigating the title of this Valley Wells Ranch and we went to look through the
Federal Archives at the UNLV and we researched all the way back to 1776. We looked at Spanish Land Grants
and tried to figure out what the deal was with these public lands.
About this time I also met the late George E. Grazadie, who had his offices on the third floor of the Valley Bank
Building. George is the real known Mob Attorney who was part of the story that was told in the movie "Casino".
He was a good Christian, but just happened have dined with Al Capone on Sundays, when he was five years old
and his father was Capones Enforcer; and All had put money aside to send George to Law School in Chicago.
So, George was the real Italian Mob Attorney who fought to save the Stardust. Anyway I started to work with
Grazadie on a Letter of Credit from China for 30 Million Dollars; as the Chinese Government wanted use to ship
them this fertilizer. That is when I met Milton Christenson. Milton had a mine that mined fertilizer from rock over
near Austin Nevada. This deal feel apart and we never got the funds, but in the the middle of this deal George
became my close friend. I was over at his home one day on Sunday for a barbecue and a guy showed up with a
machine gun and tired to kill George. We got away. Life in the fast lane I guess.
But anyway, as we fought the BLM, I ended up filing four Desert Land Entire on the Valley Wells Ranch. This
DLE Law was quite interesting as this is the law that Congress created in 1889, that allowed all of Idaho to be
claimed as farms. The DLE Law plainly states (and is still on the books as the law), that if you find public lands
that have enough water to plant a crop you can claim a 330 acre farm. So, at that time the four names I filed on
these DLE's were George Grazadie, Max Wilson, David Hinkson (me) and Douglas Noland.
Yes, the late Doug was helping at this. Of course he had told George and me about these Platinum Claims out
in Nye County that he said were the Mother Load.
The BLM at that time wrongfully denied us these claims at the time. We kept fighting.
They were trying to charge Douglas Noland $200 for each of his 200 Mining Claims out in Nye County and this
totaled to $40,000 a year in rental fees. I did the briefs for Wayne Person and he won. All of my brief's won at
this time.
Old Wayne was very old at the time and his brief was about 23 pages. He showed up at my home and he
said; "I lost" I said that is impossible what happened. He finally confessed that he had given out pages of the
brief to some neighbors to read and then only submitted three pages. I said, what three pages did you file? He
said' "I'm not sure". I said drive to thePage
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brief to some neighbors to read and then only submitted three pages. I said, what three pages did you file? He
said' "I'm not sure". I said drive to the federal building and tell them that you are old and slow and lost the brief
and ask the Judge to except it now. He did and he won. I could not imagine someone taking my great brief and
only filing 10% of it and thinking he was going to win. In the end Wayne was so happy about winning that he
came out and left his grader at my home for me to grade my road. Note I never charged anyone for my help.
I can remember doing a Deed Pole for a guy that had his claims next to a Casino on Boulder Hiway. He won
and got the 30,000,000 dollar property. But the BLM in a pissed off rage, came out and sniped the wires off of the
poles that were going to his mill site. They were not happy. Of course this seems to be their play book when
they lose they come and turn off the A.C. We have the GALT. Many people at this time were involved in this
Sage Brush Rebellion number two, and all of them went the wrong way and lost; not me. For instance we had
Dick Carver who was a Nye County Commission and a guy named Ed Presley who were filing brief's making a
pointless stupid argument.. Everybody kept right on losing and no one won. If you want to win you have to go
with Jesus Christ as he is your savior.
So, I had some inspiration and based on all of this study and research and even some prayer, I appealed their
BLM Decision using a new an different type of argument.
There denial went something like this, as they said; "The Supreme Court has ruled that we can do anything we
want with the land we own" and they quoted a case that was ruled on about on some "Wild Burro's." But, I
realized that they really do not have a Chain of Title to any of these lands; let alone an Abstract. For instance,
just who gave them this Land in California, that they stole from Mr. Mitzel? They have no answer for this
question. But when you ask them, who gave you the lands in Nevada? They respond by saying that these lands
in Nevada were granted to them with a pre statehood agreement. This is a bogus argument for California, as she
never gave them any pre statehood anything; and as for Nevada, if she did give them this type of agreement for
88% of the land, it would have violated the "Equal Footing Doctrine". This Equal Footing Doctrine plainly states,
that anything given to one state must be given to all states equally. California, and Texas and in fact, none of the
states that were created De jure before the Civil War, ever gave up any lands in a pre statehood agreement,
therefore for Nevada to have given up any lands in this type of agreement would have been a violation of the
Equal Footing Doctrine. This type of pre statehood agreement would have also violated the separation of powers
pursuant to the 10th Amendment. So, in all reality their Nevada Pre Statehood agreement is null and void.
They have other problems, like the fact that the Abstract of Title that is recorded in the Clark County Recorders
Office plainly shows that the lands in question, were and still are always owned by the entity called the United
States Of America; and not the United States. These are two different and separate entities and everybody is
assuming that they are the same. So, what I'm trying to tell you here, is that if you are a Citizen of the United
States OF AMERICA, (not a U.S. Citizen) you have the right to claim any of the Un appropriated Lands (not
public), that have not been previously claimed. Right now, no one that is a real Citizen of the United States OF
AMERICA, has ever claimed any lands since the Civil War, we could right now go and file a Deed Poll on the
Trump Towers in NY and evict the U.S. President from his building. This is not my fault. I did not create this
corporate nightmare that you now call a country. So, what I'm trying to tell you is that right now we can now file
Deed Poles on the entire 600,000 acres and record our Deed Poles in the Recorder's Office, and really own
these lands. I mean really own these lands. We can even own them in such a way, as you would not even have
to pay property taxes to the County of Clark criminals. Note that they changed the names of every real concept
in law in every concept that you can imagine, as part of this new world order Corporate take over scheme; for
example, the Un-appropriated Lands became Public Lands. Being raised a LDS, I was taught that "those who
you fight are not of flesh and blood." Note, that what this really means is that you are now fighting corporations
(fictions). The Corporation is the vehicle that the New World Order Bankers are using to take over the world.
This Scheme is called a Demon Accuracy.
It is my opinion that the Bankers who really run the world, have created this concept whereas they get all of the
people to incorporate even their bodies, in order to seize their birth rights, from Jesus Christ and they then
become Corporate Chattel Slaves on the Land in a corporation. Even our church had a name change when they
incorporated and became a Sub-Corporate Entity, called the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Yes it is
now a Sub Corporation of the State of Utah and Utah is a Sub Corporation of the United States Corporation, and
all of everything is now owned in my opinion by the Queen of England and administered by the International
Jewish Banker criminals, who have now placed their new world order scheme into every place on the planet. So,
I was raised and taught that our people, pushed the hand carts across the land to find our the Israel and Zion.
We are the lost tribe of Israel. But I find it ironic, that now our people believe that this new tribe can not be lost
again. If the saints don't follow the teachings of Christ they will be another lost tribe. This Corporate take over
that changed our church is now 100 provable using old and new law. For example, agents came and seized all of
the assets of our church and refused to give it back, then then it was George Romney who lost the lawsuit at the
Supreme Court Level. The Court ruled that the Mormon Church can not have any of her temples, Church or even
their money back. In fact every Temple, Chapel and every other asset was taken away. To celebrate the total
loss of all of the Temples and all other property, they built a building on the Rick's college campus, which then
named the Romney Center, to honor the
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named the Romney Center, to honor the man who lost them all of their property? This case is called the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter day Saints v. the U.S. Shortly thereafter, they gave Blacks the Priesthood, and made
other changes in the things that they were teaching. What I'm trying to tell you is, this is a story that is being kept
from us and others and that maybe we are now part of this New World Order Scheme. I'm deeply sorry if this
truth upsets you, buy the truth is still the Truth. If you want to win this fight we have to embrace the truth at every
level, even if it is hard to hear; as we can not win unless we understand where we were and were we are now
going; or all with be lost. One last point here, I had a friend who traveled to Salt Lake to the church office building
his name was Bill Call. Bill came right out and asked them when they got their property back. They stalled, Bill.
Bill was holding a copy of this Supreme Court Ruling. They are basically sticking to the story that none of this
really happened. But this whole New World Order, take Over is real, and it is still under way. This in no way
effects the Gospel that you believe in. We need to take back our Church, our rights, land and even our Honor as
that is who we are; We are the lost tribe of Israel; Saints!
Dave
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